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Description and retrieval of maps and spatial data has been a centra/function of the map library, but 
has been largely ignored by cartographers working in drawing offices. This paper explores the 
relationship between theory and practice, expands the problems and potentials of automating the 
imposition of order onto collections and examines the differences between drawing office and map 
library needs. The costs and benefits of automating control are considered, some varying control 
solutions described, and future trends identified. 

INTRODUCTION 
An efficient map library or drawing office will need to 

retrieve documents or fJ.les from storage in order for these 
maps and spatial data to be used or amended. Map libraries 
have flirted with many different sy Stlm s for imposing order 
onto the chaos of collections and drawing offices also create 
vast numbers of documents, which need to be described and 
retrieved. There is a considerable literature discussing dif
ferent aspects of the process for map library management, 
but almost no discussion ofsystlms and working practices 
for drawing office document control. Is this literature about 
map library systlms and standards relevant to the drawing 
office? Are there different requirements for retrieval and 
description in the two different operating environments and 
should different approaches therefore be taken? Is all the 
discussion about metadata, systlms, and standards in the 
literature of map librarianship useful for practitioners in 
map libraries and drawing offices, or are the issues too 
abstract, almost too metaphysical, and too removed from 
the day to day organisation of operating routines? Do we 
risk creating mayhem by following the advice of the theo
rists, leading to the imposition of inappropriate systems? 
How should those running a drawing office or map library 
proceed? 

PROBLEMS 
To retrieve maps or spatial data from collections usu

ally requires a description of certain attributes of the itlm, 
and a system to capture, store and retrieve these data. Until 
recently relevant literature from map librarianship concen
trated upon one or other of these two separate aspects, eg 
Morris (1990) for systlms, or Webster (1982) for descrip
tive standards. There was little concern for any general 
principles which might be applied across a range of differ
ent collections, and liule critical practical advice for those 
wishing to automate control routines. Unless you wished to 
buy in a systlm described in the literature, liule theory of 
practical benefit was offered. 

There are however significant problems in deciding 
upon the nature of the description and the systlm, which 
have recently received more general attention and are re-
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viewed in greater detail in Perkins (1991). Concentrating 
upon the probllms and potential, rather than the systl'Jlls 
and standards perhaps offers a way of avoiding the meta
physical mayhem. 

Probably the most difficult probll'Jlls stem from the 
spatial nature of maps. All maps are about space and place: 
successful cartographic communication therefore relies 
upon understanding the spatial attributes depicted in the 
cartographic data. The map's depiction of area, its dimen
sionality, needs to· be accommodated in the form of 
description and the design of the retrieval systlm. Loca
tion, subject, scale and date are the kinds of infonnation 
which are most likely to need to be recorded in map library 
systlms and of these location is probably the most critical: 
between 75-95% of inquiries request maps by area and 
subject, rather than by author (Brack eL al.l987). Various 
different approaches to the area description have been taken 
in systems: these are summarised in Table 1. 

TABLE 1: 
DIFFERENT METHODS OF AREA DESCRIP
TION AND RETRIEVAL 

Numeric Methods 
Location of sheet edges defined in geographical co-ordinates or 
grid co-ordinates 

Area Classification 
.... tied to political wrlts 
eg Dewey, UDC, LC, Boggs and Lewis, GSGS 5307 
•.••• or other arbitrary divisions of earth's surface 

Textual Methods 
.... problems of spelling, case and name changes 
i. Controlled vocabulary place heading eg BL place field. 
ii. Text string search for place name in record 
iii. Text search linked to gazetteer, to translate search into co-or
dinates 

Graphical Methods 
Interrogation of graphical display to identify maps satisfying 
search criteria 
i. Publishers' graphic index 
ii. On-line graphical search of all map records 
Methods of on-line spatial search include by 

point 
line 
areaeg 

1. geopolitical or administrative wrlts orlayers, 
2. map sheets, 
3. user defined search polygons drawn on base, 
4. path/row specifers, 

NB Method of operation of area spatial search effects results 
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However, most systems and standards have evolved to 
serve the needs of retrieving books and text, where author 
and title access are much more important than content Such 
systems and standards are usually poor at offering unambi
guous and precise definitions of the map's spatial extent, 
because they are based upon natural language: place names 
change, administrative areas alter, spellings vary and names 
are rarely precise geo-referenced locations on the earth's 
surface. For retrieval precision may be essentiaL Numeric 
methods are the only precise and un-ambiguous method, 
but people need to understand what geographical or grid 
co-ordinates mean, so a combination of numeric computer 
storage of the sheet's bounding co-ordinates, with a graphi
cal search capability interpreting these values into a map 
frontend is accepted as offering an optimal area retrieval 
capability (Healey and Morris, 1987). The publisher's 
graphic index offers a similar solution for the area retrieval 
of series mapping in manual systems. 

There are also many different hierarchical forms of 
map publication (see Table 2). The ways in which a map 
library or drawing office deals with these are also funda
mental to both description and retrieval, but systems are 
adopted which assume a particular level, rather than being 
designed with user needs as the main factor. For instance, 
it may save a considerable time to assume that access is only 
required to map series as a whole, not to the individual map 
sheet. Such an approach has usually been taken by libraries, 
because cataloguing of sheets may be impractical given 
existing resources. Little work has yet been taken to devise 
methods of reducing the costs of sheet based data capture 
(Perkins and Guest, 1993), even though the map user is 
concerned with a map which satisfies search criteria, rather 
than a system designed for the convenience of library 
administrators. 

TABLE 2: 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF SERIAL MAPPING 

Published maps relate to other maps according to various fac
tors. Amongst the more important are area, time, subject and 
the format in which the maps are presented. As a consequence 
there are different kinds of serial cartographic publications, in 
which different relationships exist between component maps. 

AREA 
SERIES: contiguous area eg Landranger 1:50,000 
MULTI-MAP SINGLE SHEETS: including insets 
THEMATIC SET: common theme, different areas 
MULTI-SHEET SINGLE MAPS 

SUBJECT 
THEMATIC SET: common area, different themes 

TIME 
CHRONOLOGICAL SET: common area, different dates 
MAP SERIALS 

INTENT 
ATLASES: PLATES 
BOOKS: MAP PLATES 
COMMERCIAL SERIES 

COMPLEX INTER-RELATIONSHIPS 
EO A CO.MBINA'OON OF A COMMERCIAL SERIES, MAP 
SERIAL, AND THEMATIC SET, MANY OF THE SHEETS 
IN WHICH INCLUDE INSETS. 
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Most available standards and rule-books ,like the An
glo American Cataloguing Rules AACR2 and the Machine 
Readable Cataloguing Standard MARC, are tied to the 
needs of the book reader, rather than the map user. For 
instance they deal poorly with area access, and offer little 
advice on the description of data at sheet leveL Yet para
doxically many map libraries have chosen to adopt this 
standard, because of pressure from parent organizations in 
the library mainstream and because it allows catalogue 
records to be shared between systems. Record sharing leads 
to significantly reduced cataloguing costs, and so enables 
more maps to be catalogued and it is argued better access 
to be given to the collection as a whole. Few machine 
readable map catalogue records exist and little record shar
ing has yet been carried out in map libraries: the records 
that exist conform in the main to the MARC standard. In 
the drawing office unique material is produced and stored, 
and a much lower priority has been placed on description 
and retrieval: almost no record sharing between different 
drawing offices has been carried out 

As a consequence of all these factors map libraries and 
drawing offices have rarely chosen the best system for 
description and retrieval. The cost of creating an ideal 
system has often been too great, and the perceived benefits 
for users of the system too low. 

DIFFERING ORGANIZATIONAL RE
QUIREMENTS 

The nature of the map library, drawing office, or their 
parent organizations inevitably determines the approaches 
taken, and the working practices adopted. For instance 
American map libraries chose to adopt book based stand
ards and methods of automating control routines, whereas 
in the UK map libraries delayed following a MARC based 
route. These different responses reflect different degrees of 
integration into library mainstreams. The map library and 
the drawing office are usually only small parts of a much 
larger and more powerful organisation able to dictate soft
ware choice, or system and standards to be used. In addition 
to the economic and political influences on control system 
development operating within the parent organisation, the 
nature of the library or drawing office and its users has 
clearly affected the design of retrieval and recording sys
tems. Some tentative generalisations may be made 
contrasting the typical drawing office with the typical map 
library. 

The typical map library includes large to very large 
numbers of maps (20,000- 1,500,000). These comprise a 
complex variety of publication media: sheets in series, 
single issue maps, atlases, microform, but so far few of 
these products are in digital form. Map libraries deal with 
multiple requests from many different users, of different 
abilities, with different needs. The nature of the inquiries 
made is therefore very varied, and as a consequence multi
ple access points to data may be needed. 

Drawing offices in contrast usually hold smaller num
bers of maps in their systems, most of which will have been 
produced in house. The maps corn prise in the main individ
ual drawings to a client's specifications, rather than material 
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related to other maps in a series or hierarchical publication 
medium. These maps are compiled to relatively standard 
designs, typically in SOC membership drawing offices they 
are thematic maps to illustrate journal articles and books. 
An increasingly large number of these products are digital 
output and may themselves be derived directly from digital 
datasets, which may or may not be stored as hard copy. The 
drawing office collection serves a much lower number of 
requests, and the inquiries are usually made by cartogra
phers who designed and understand the retrieval system. 
The kinds of inquiry they make is also much more standard 
than in the map library. 

WHY CATALOGUE SPATIAL DATA IN 
AUTOMATED SYSTEMS? 

In the light of these problems, and the very different 
operational needs of map libraries and drawing offices, are 
there benefits to be derived from automating control of 
maps in collections and do these outweigh the costs of 
establishing automated systems? One of the most important 
trends to have emerged in the last twenty years in the 
literature of map librarianship is the growing awareness of 
the potential of automation of control procedures in collec
tions. Even if the computer is not used, excuses need to be 
made about why procedures have not yet been automated. 

1. BENEFITS 

The benefits of automating have been discussed by 
Pohchin and Gillies (1991) and Larsgaard (1991) and may 
be summarised as: Access, Use, Resource sharing, Time 
and Cost Saving, Preservation, Management Information, 
and 'future proofing'. 

ACCESS - Automated control gives the user more 
access points to the data: multiple combinations for search
ing of fields is possible, which is useful for users and 
curators allowing formerly impossible searches. Combined 
textual, numeric, and graphical searching becomes possible 
and metadata can be made available anywhere via a tele
communications link, rather than single catalogue or file. 

USE - All available evidence suggests that improved 
access leads to an increase in use of collections. 

RESOURCE SHARING - Record sharing becomes 
possible in automated systems. This can lead to significant 
reductions in cost, to co-operative collection development 
and sharing not just of the meta-data, but also of the maps 
and spatial information itself, through fonnalised interli
brary loans, or downloading of digital mapping (eg in 
media mapping subscription services). 

TIME AND COST SAVINGS -For both user and 
curator. For instance bibliographies can be prepared, 
searching becomes possible across fonnats and across lo
cations rather than being tied to searching for just maps in 
a single collection. Acquisition and disposal of holdings 
becomes much cheaper and less staff intensive if records 
are held in machine readable form: the time spent answering 
complex inquiries can be greatly reduced. 

PRESERVATION - Browsing destroys maps. Auto
mated cataloguing reduces browsing and allows vulnerable 
items to be prioritised, flagged and saved: it may lead to 
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information serving user needs being derived from the 
metadata, rather than the map itself. 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION - Automatic 
monitoring of the changing nature and use of collections 
becomes possible in automated systems. For instance cir
culation control can be monitored and the heaviest used 
parts of the collection augmented with extra copies. More 
detailed automated analysis of inquiries is also feasible in 
automated systems, and monitoring of collection develop
ment can be used to suggest acquisition gaps. 

FUTURE PROOFING -Digital products are becoming 
more and more ubiquitous~ Automated systems are needed 
to retain credibility, keep control over data, influence pro
ducers and keep users. 

2. COSTS 

Set against these advantages are formidable obstacles, 
associated with a shift from labour intensive to technology 
intensive control. They may be summarised under the head
ings Input Costs, System Costs, Incompatible Systems and 
Standards, and Over-Sophistication. 

INPUT COSTS -Increases in the amount of descrip
tive metadata collected for each map lead to potential 
improvements in access, but to certain increases in input 
costs. Perkins and Guest (1993) report the results of a 
survey which reveals that this is regarded as the major 
obstacle preventing retrospective conversion of manual 
catalogue records in map libraries at sheet level. The same 
survey also confirmed that there are few machine readable 
records to share, and that whilst potential exists for reducing 
data input costs, very few collections have assessed differ
ent methods of achieving cost reductions. 

SYSTEM COSTS - The more sophisticated the re
trieval the greater the investment required in system 
hardware and software. There is an ongoing requirement to 
invest in a changing technology, to upgrade and to maintain 
the system which is less likely to be associated with manual 
control. 

INCOMPATIBLE SYSTEMS AND STANDARDS -
Manual control technology was consistent. Consistently 
poor maybe, but at least to common standards. There are in 
contrast very high probabilities that automated control will 
be adopted in different ways in different collections and that 
the potential benefits of sh.aring records and reducing costs 
will not be realised because of incompatible systems and 
descriptive standards. 

OVER- SOPHISTICATION- Technology offers state 
of the art integration of text and graphic control, but user 
needs may not require such automated procedures. For 
instance to find a folded 1:50 000 Landranger sheet in the 
map library, or a UK coastline file or plot in the drawing 
office is highly unlikely to require a relational database and 
automated graphical browser. 

APPROACHES TO AUTOMATED CON
TROL 

Having established the relative costs and benefits what 
kinds of control are possible, and what kind of function 
should a system deliver? It is possible to design a map 
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description and retrieval system taking into account user 
needs and organisational constraints which will vary ac
cording to the following factors: 

• number of access points provided 

• amount of descriptive metadata 

• manual or automated control 

• sheet or series based 

• in house or bought in systems/standards 

• nature of area retrieval 
Examples of the kinds of control which can arise from 

are as follows: 
1. Memory: no attempt to use any technology other 

than remembering where an item is stored. An inadequate 
response for all but the smallest, least used collections. 

2. Single text based access points to collection. For 
hard copy collections a defmed filing order as prime organ
iser eg by date, commissioning academic, or area. Very 
minimal descriptive cataloguing. In automated systems 
data sets organised through sub-directory structures, or with 
a floppy disk for a class of document or client. Such a system 
is characteristic of drawing offices. 

3. Complex descriptive data, organised according 
to recognised standards, single or only a few access 
points eg AACR2 cataloguing in manual control systems 
for hard copy collections. Typical of map libraries which 
have not automated control systems. 

4. Simple multiple access points, minimal descrip
tive data eg in house map library automation systems like 
MAPLm, or simple database entries indexing templates of 
graphic files. Increasingly chosen as an in-house solution 
by drawing offices, and map libraries with links lo drawing 
offices. 

5. Multiple access points, complex descriptive data, 
organised according to recognised standards eg 
BLAISE-LINE and US library mainstream applications in 
OPACs of MARC standard cataloguing. Increasingly used 
by map libraries well integrated inlo lhe library main
stream. 

6. Multiple access points, complex descriptive data, 
organised according to recognised standards, flexible 
user defined range of area retrieval devices eg CAR
TONET, MODMAP, NATIONAL ATLAS OF SWEDEN. 
Expensive stale of the art systems well suited lo large 
library systems dealing with large numbers of complex 
inquiries, lillle used yet outside specialist agencies. 

THE FUTURE 
Given the nature of maps, the nature of systems and 

standards and the different requirements of the drawing 
office and map library which options for control of maps 

, and spatial data in the map library and drawing office are 
most likely to be followed? 

In the short term, availability of machine readable 
records in MARC format makes it difficult for map libraries 
to ignore theMARC standard. Amending the standard may 
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be a solution. MARC is too complex for drawing office 
needs, and record sharing is irrelevant 

In the longer term serious questions must remain about 
any standard em pluisising bibliographic description, rather 
than content, especially given the user defmed nature of 
digital mapping and GIS graphical outputs. With a changing 
role of spatial data, 'spatial data librarians' will become 
gatekeepers to important and highly flexible resources 
(Pohchin and Gillies, 1991). If map librarians remain 
closely tied to systems of access more suited to bibliog
raphic description, rather than information retrieval, then 
map libraries risk being sidelined, as guardians of a dying 
archive. Equally the drawing office needs to be able to find 
and amend work, and to extract geographical data from 
complex databases for repackaging and re-design. To ex
ploit new formats of information, new ways of imposing 
will be essential. 
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